CONFERENCE REPORT: LINCOLN 2010
The Social Policy Association (SPA) is a professional Association open for membership to academics and practitioners working in social policy, and to others with an interest in UK and international social policy. The Association hosts an annual conference and funds smaller seminar events, as well as producing journals and other publications. In addition, the Association’s Executive Committee represents the interests of the membership in communication with other professional and academic bodies. The annual SPA awards are presented at the conference, including a lifetime achievement award and best newcomer award. There is also a thriving SPA postgraduate network with a dedicated annual postgraduate conference and regular seminars. More information is available at www.social-policy.org.uk.

ADVERTISING IN POLICY WORLD

Do you need to reach social policy academics, practitioners and postgraduate students? Policy World is published three times a year for the 700 members of the SPA, and is an obvious choice to publicise forthcoming conferences, new publications and more. You will see that our rates, which assume the supply of artwork, are more than competitive. Alternatively, our designers will prepare artwork to your instructions for a small fee.

- Full page: £120.00
- Half page: £60.00
- Quarter page: £30.00

For more information contact the Editor.
Welcome to the Autumn 2010 of Policy World. In this issue we report on the summer conference in Lincoln and celebrate 2010 award winners, as well as continuing discussions on the Research Excellence Framework and research funding. Elsewhere we report on SPA grant-funded events held in Leeds and Paris and introduce a new section – Policy People – devoted to members’ news. Finally, with the 2010 Comprehensive Spending Review now published and the Coalition Government’s social policy positions explicit, your ideas for contributions to Policy World on relevant issues are especially welcome - so please do get in touch.

Best wishes

Chris Blunkell, Editor
CHAIR’S INTRODUCTION
CAROLINE GLENDINNING

First of all, I would like to restate my grateful thanks to those members of the Executive Committee whose terms of office ended in July this year. Sadly, Tess Ridge resigned from her role as Secretary because of work pressures; we will miss her efficiency and enthusiasm and struggle without her encyclopaedic institutional memory. Chris Holden’s term on the Executive also ended, although he will continue for a further year as Social Policy Review Editor. Chris has consistently promoted the SPA’s international profile and fostered our links with similar organisations around the world. We are also sad to lose Simon Prideaux, who was responsible for the social policy jiscmail list, relationships with UK learned societies and the British Festival of Science; and Catherine Palmer, who was responsible for liaison with the ESRC. In their places, I would like to introduce and welcome the new members of the SPA Executive – Tina Haux, who has taken over from Tess as Honorary Secretary; Alex Collis, Kate Bradley and Nicola Moran.

Our priorities this year are to continue developing SPA’s public profile: by trying to develop closer links between SPA and policy-makers, and by identifying opportunities to promote and publicise the work of our members. Members have already been offered opportunities to contribute to Public Servant magazine, which is widely read by policy-makers.

We are also planning to revive the SPA’s database of members’ interests, which will make it easier for journalists and others to identify people with relevant knowledge and expertise for expert comment.

During the coming year we will maintain a watching brief over plans for the Research Excellence Framework (REF). The Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) has already announced the configuration of REF subpanels; as in previous Research Assessment Exercises, Social Work and Social Policy will constitute a subpanel within one of the four main panels. If patterns of submissions are similar to those for the 2008 Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), Social Work and Social Policy is likely to be one of the larger subpanels within this panel grouping. In the meantime, the SPA has been invited to nominate the social policy members of the subpanel. We await with interest the results of the pilot projects to assess research impact (see the article by Peter Taylor-Gooby on p.5).

A major issue for all our members this year will be the coming public spending cuts. These are likely not only to affect our jobs and the quality of the environments within which we teach and research, but also to have profound effects on the public sector welfare state that is the traditional core of social policy. We will be liaising closely with other learned societies through organisations such as the Academy for Social Sciences and the British Academy in responding to these developments. As ever, though, we welcome suggestions and ideas from members on activities and actions.

Finally, some potentially disastrous news. Some of you may have heard that the Social Policy Research Centre (SPRC) at the University of New South Wales, Sydney was devastated by fire in September. Many SPA members will have visited SPRC, which has taken a lead in establishing the Australian Social Policy Association (with SPA help). Fortunately no one was in the Centre at the time and no one was hurt. Although many original paper documents were destroyed, most research data was not lost. Temporary accommodation has already been found, despite the University having dithered for two years about relocating the Centre to a permanent new home. According to Professor Peter Saunders, morale remains high, not least because of the messages of support that SPRC has received from all over the world (including from the SPA).

The proposal to the ESRC drew on the findings from a survey of SRA members in 2009 designed to capture their interest in the provision of training for international work. The RDI project aims to raise the quality of international social research across academic and non-academic sectors by building the capacity of researchers from different national backgrounds who are undertaking the study of social phenomena in more than one socio-cultural setting.

The training programme was launched at an event in May 2010 designed to strengthen awareness of the importance of the international dimension in social research and to identify training needs. These have now been fed into the training modules scheduled to run from December 2010 to February 2011 (see www.rdi.ac.uk for details).
One of the many seminal contributions Peter Townsend made to science was a paradigm shift in poverty measurement methodology in the 1968/69 Poverty in the United Kingdom Survey. This free 1½ day memorial conference will examine the current state of the art of poverty measurement around the world. Many of the world’s leading researchers will explain the latest advances in poverty measurement methodology for policy purposes in their own countries and regions. This conference is being funded by the ESRC as part of a Large Grant on Poverty and Social Exclusion in the UK (http://www.poverty.ac.uk/). Each session will include time for discussion.
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Social policy research is valuable in many ways. It is a continuing challenge to anyone seeking to assess impact to acknowledge the range of possible contributions, including those that don’t lead immediately to an identifiable policy measure. There is a further aspect to the value of our research that we need to bear in mind.

One of the strongest contributions of academic social policy is in inclusiveness. Our work reminds the powerful of the impact of their activities on the weakest and most vulnerable groups in the UK and elsewhere, even when they would prefer not to know. It is also inclusive in the sense of building a broad academic community that includes institutions funded through different mixes of private and public resources.

‘Impact’ entered the research assessment agenda as a result of Treasury interest in the return from public investment in university research. The distribution of public money in higher education is always open to question. However the fact that it is available makes it possible for the range of institutions that currently do so to contribute to the critical understanding of social policy. There is little alternative to engagement with the impact agenda if we wish to support the full range of activities across the social policy community.

Hartley is also right to point out that “an essential element of the impact that social policy research should have lies in the challenge it may pose to mainstream policy debate”. This is a real challenge in assessing impact, and was recognised as such by those participating in the pilot. Simply withdrawing from any involvement may not be the best way to get that work recognised and supported financially. If social policy academics are not involved, who will make the case for the awkward research that calls the assumptive world of policy makers into question?
The purpose of this event was to bring together learned societies as part of a broader consultation strategy, in order to respond to the Coalition Government’s plans for a spending review. The day provided opportunity for discussion and dialogue, as well as confronting delegates with the ‘realities’ of future cuts. Representatives from 40 learned society organisations discussed the following themes:

- national priorities: identifying the national challenges that draw heavily on HSS contributions, and recording what would suffer if funding was withdrawn;
- international competitiveness and collaboration: understanding the UK’s ability to both work, and compete, with others, and the importance of sustaining investment in UK HSS research; and
- implications for future ‘capacity’, with specific reference to early career scholars, and the ability of the research community to address national priorities.

Professor Adrian Smith, Director General for Research and Innovation, invited the Royal Academy of Engineering, the Council for Science and Technology, the Government Chief Scientific Advisers’ Committee and CBI, to submit formal advice to him about strategic issues regarding the funding of UK research. This consultation exercise would help inform decisions about allocations to government departments. Guiding principles for consultation included:

- the scale of research funding necessary to meet national needs,
- the case for and balance within dual support,
- the distribution across disciplines within quality-related research funding (QR),
- the distribution across the research councils,
- funding by disciplines versus funding by ‘national challenges’, and
- the balance between funding for people (e.g. fellowships and studentships) and funding for facilities and projects.

The urgency of this exercise was made particularly clear by a set of figures concerning spending cuts. The general outlook for research funding looks bleak. For 2010-11 English universities will have £449 million less than they expected, with a further £600 million of cuts proposed for 2012-13. An analysis from the Institute for Fiscal Studies, commissioned by Universities UK, predicted that the universities budget would need to be reduced by a further 6.4% over 2011-12 and 2012-13, and that public spending will not increase in real terms until 2018.

The event

The event established that the academic community should focus their minds on promoting the vital contribution that HSS research offers. Key examples include the high quality of UK HSS research (second only to the US); the need to maintain and advance excellence in UK HSS research; the contributions made by UK HSS research to the UK’s economic, social, policy and cultural well-being; and the importance of research-based teaching.

Speakers such as Professor Lisa Jardine (Queen Mary, University of London) stressed that the HSS academic community, perhaps contrary to their traditional approach, must be willing to argue their case. A couple of key points were made. Whilst the science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM) subjects are currently successful in terms of government allocations, it was noted that these activities take place within an ethical and social context that HSS research uncovers.

Professor Jardine warned that although politicians including David Willetts (Minister for Universities and Science) were making supportive noises with respect to the aspiration to maintain ‘blue skies’ research, the academic community should be aware of the difficulties ahead. In light of tough choices, the sector would have to sharpen their ideas about the purpose and principles of research, which could lead onto tough decisions about whom or which institutions should receive government funding.

Finally, it was noted that the sector should avoid the potential for naivety about the importance of government funding for future research practice. The comment that universities or research councils would pick up the bill in the absence of state allocations fails to recognise that government can exercise a level of control over the purse strings in connection to both of these sources.

Conclusions

The Academy proposed to emphasise the need for a set of recommendations, guided by four principles: a ‘long term vision for research’; a ‘review of total public research spend’; ‘diversity, breadth and funding’; and ‘people’. Moving forward, it would call to:

- maintain QR as part of flexible institutional block grants within the dual-support system for research, and ensure an appropriate balance between QR funding and project funding for HSS research;
- strengthen the capacity of UK researchers to address major national challenges (e.g. economic recovery, climate change, security, ageing, technological change and civil society). Responding to major challenges would involve building up appropriate research capacity within the UK, but also keeping the UK engaged with the best research overseas;
- recognise how much the major challenges faced today require multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary approaches, and the extent to which they are dependent on HSS insights and expertise; and
- maintain the health and excellence of HSS disciplines over time.

Overall, the day provided delegates with an important opportunity to draw together a set of ideas about the future of UK HSS research, whilst supporting representatives to take seriously the challenges that lie ahead.
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Having previously hosted the SPA in 1997 and 1998, the University of Lincoln welcomed delegates again in 2010. Following on from the successful conferences in Edinburgh in 2008 and 2009, interest in the conference remained high, with over 230 delegates, and more than 170 papers given with eight parallel sessions in seven time slots. The relatively recent innovation of symposium sessions at the conference, with a number of papers around a common theme, also saw a significant increase in the number of such sessions.

Although the conference took place as the UK experienced its first change of government since that 1997 conference, and whilst the creation of a new coalition government in the UK was certainly a talking point, it far from dominated the event. Indeed, in both the plenary sessions and the papers there was a strong international element, and the continued growth in the numbers of overseas delegates was very welcome. The inclusion of a year’s membership of the SPA as one of the conference registration packages proved popular, with 70 delegates choosing that option.

Given the upheavals in the world economy in recent years, and the general uncertainties in terms of social policy (as well as the general election result and the generally unanticipated formation of a Coalition Government in the UK), the conference theme ‘Social Policy in Times of Change’ was certainly apt.

As well as the plenary and paper sessions there were a number of other interesting and informative sessions. These included ‘Meet the Funders’, with representation from the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC), the Government Social Research Unit, the Joseph Rowntree Foundation and the

Plenary sessions
The three plenary sessions reflected the extent of change. In the first, Peter Dreier from Occidental College, Los Angeles, argued in his presentation ‘The Obama Presidency: The Promise and Peril of Hope and Audacity’ that in the United States, despite significant achievements during the first 18 months of the Obama presidency – the stimulus bill, and financial and healthcare reform – it is too soon to say whether this represents a turning point or merely a brief interlude in an otherwise conservative era. He identified a need for grassroots, ‘outsider’ activism, in order to help Obama be an effective, progressive president. The second plenary speaker was Branko Milanovic, from the World Bank. His topic was ‘Global inequality: new results and implications for 21st century policy’, which he pursued by pointing out that contrary to the orthodox view that income distribution in poor countries should get better as a consequence of global trade, inequalities have grown in most countries. He went on to suggest ways in which the differences between returns on citizenships might be reduced and warned that any global redistribution must not see money end up in the pockets of rich elites. For the final plenary session Ruth Lister used her address, ‘The age of responsibility: social policy and citizenship in times of change’, to demonstrate that social citizenship has become “increasingly conditional, exclusive and selective”; has taken on “a more overtly disciplinary quality”; and risks further disadvantaging the socially and economically marginalised. She reasserted the case for universalism as a vital element of citizenship in both expressing and strengthening the common bonds of equal citizenship.

Today our incomes are determined significantly by our citizenship rather than any effort we might make as individuals, and we have to ask whether this is ethically acceptable.”

— Branko Milanovic
Nuffield Foundation, and a discussion of the REF impact pilots, with significant and useful contributions from Graham Rosenberg from HEFCE, and Peter Taylor-Gooby of the University of Kent.

Postgraduate activities
A new feature of the 2010 conference was the integration of postgraduate activities into the programme, which undoubtedly contributed to encouraging 37 postgraduates to attend the conference. As a result, there were specific paper sessions (see p.15-16) and networking opportunities for postgraduates, while some chose to present papers as part of the traditional paper sessions.

Another innovation was the decision to place the conference papers on the SPA website, rather than those of host institution. Adam Whitworth was instrumental in making this possible, and the change means that, in future, decisions about how long to keep these available will be made by the SPA rather than being at the whim of previous host universities. As a result the full depth and breadth of work encompassed by the papers should be more accessible by a greater range of interested parties.

One of the most remarked about features of the conference was the student helpers, who were universally praised for their almost ubiquitous presence and their helpfulness. Life for delegates was also aided by the fairly compact nature of the Brayford Pool campus - with accommodation and conference sessions on the same site - and the proximity of the city centre and the railway station, which meant that delegates did not have to spend much time travelling between venues (although those who made the walk up Steep Hill to the area of the city that is home to the castle and the cathedral will testify that not all travel around Lincoln is easy).

Whilst the University itself is relatively young, some of the conference venues reflected Lincoln’s past. Preceded by a reception and journals event for The Policy Press, the Annual Dinner and SPA Awards were held in the Engine Shed. Now part of the Students’ Union, the Engine Shed was until recently a derelict railway shed which, like the adjacent University library, has been sympathetically renovated to make an interesting venue for such events. On the second evening of the conference delegates were able to attend a reception, sponsored by the publishers, in the Chapter House of Lincoln’s cathedral – the City’s most prominent historic building.

We now look forward to again welcoming familiar and new faces to the 2011 conference in Lincoln.

We will look back on the so-called emergency budget of 2010 as a turning point as significant as the 1980 budget and social security legislation.

– Ruth Lister

The job of progressives now is to build a movement that will make it easier for Obama to be an effective president, a progressive president, even a transformational president. Activists must help their allies on the inside to be more effective, and those allies must help the ‘outside’ activists figure out strategies for making their voices heard by the President and Congress.

– Peter Dreier
Lifetime Achievement Award

The 2010 awards ceremony saw two Lifetime Achievement Awards made – to Jan Pahl, Professor Emeritus of Social Policy at the University of Kent; and Ruth Lister, Emeritus Professor of Social Policy at Loughborough University.

This award is made annually to a member (or members) of the SPA the judges feel has:

- made persistent contributions to research and organisation that has raised the external profile of the subject;
- achieved recognition by non-academics with interest in social policy - journalists, campaigners and lobbyists, activists, user communities;
- an acknowledged international reputation, as measured in terms of translations, citations, projects, academic posts;
- made contributions to professional bodies and associations;
- had an impact on political process/discourse; and
- achieved esteem measured in terms of journal editing/establishing, promotion of social policy within other social sciences, membership of research councils or similar bodies.

The 2010 SPA Awards were sponsored by Cambridge University Press and Policy Press, and made at by SPA President, the FT journalist Nick Timmins, at a special gala dinner.
Jan Pahl's Award was made in recognition of her contributions to the study, understanding and practice of social policy. These include her research on domestic violence, which has had impacts on national and international social policy. She advised the House of Lords Grand Committee on the Domestic Violence, Crime and Victims Bill; influenced police practice towards domestic violence; acted as consultant to the World Health Organisation; and represented the UK at a UN Expert Group meeting on Violence within the Family.

Her research on the control and allocation of resources within the family has proved equally influential, particularly in the ways that it has challenged the tendency to treat the household as a single economic unit. Subsequently, her research in this area has shaped national and international research into the economic situations and well-being of households and families. It has achieved widespread international recognition and has had far-reaching applications in many areas of social and fiscal policy. Her more recent research has focused on the impacts of social security individualisation policies, financial exclusion, micro-credit, money advice and electronic financial services.

Active in the SPA for many years, where she was also co-Editor of the Journal of Social Policy, Jan has made significant contributions to the academic discipline of social policy. These include consistently supporting the development of younger generations of social policy researchers; taking a leading role in the commissioning and conduct of social policy research; and making a major contribution to the development of a formal Research Governance Framework in the field of social care.

Accepting her award, she told guests: “I attended my first SPA Conference in 1979, which in some ways is comparable to today in that Margaret Thatcher had just been elected, and there was some pessimism as to the ability of social policy academics to shape policy. But papers given at that 1979 conference had a profound effect, so academic researchers should feel encouraged - change in our field takes time, but it does happen. Good research, well disseminated, can make a real difference.”

Ruth’s award honoured one of the best-known and most highly-regarded social policy academics in the world. In particular, her scholarship in gender studies, poverty and citizenship has had a major national and international impact on the development of theory, research and policymaking in these and other areas. Overall her contribution to, and promotion of, the academic development of the subject has been remarkable.

Her work and vigorous campaigning have helped to shape the agenda of policy debates and had much influence on policy. Her engagement with the wider community began at the Child Poverty Action Group (CPAG), which she directed through a particularly demanding period, and has continued in many ways including active membership of bodies such as the Commission on Social Justice, the Fabian Commission on Life Chances and Child Poverty and the National Equality Panel.

Her lectures, participation and advice are constantly sought by leading academics, Ministers and other politicians, administrators, journalists and many voluntary organisations and bodies locally, nationally and internationally, yet she remains accessible and warmly supportive to her own and many other students, researchers and colleagues.

Ruth’s contributions across all the criteria are outstanding and have been recognised in many ways including the CBE, Fellowship of the British Academy and election as a founding member of the Academy of Social Sciences by a vote of the SPA membership. Her influence upon a wide range of audiences has been disseminated by the ESRC as exemplary practice for researchers.

“Proud and honoured” to receive her award, she told guests: “I look at the social changes ahead with a sense of foreboding. Despite a genuine concern within government about poverty and inequality, it is my fear that we will see both increase. Academics now have a responsibility to use the tools, knowledge, skills and evidence to counter how government is framing the situation. I like to think of myself as an academic-activist, but I suspect the balance may go more towards the activist part over the next few years post-retirement.”
Outstanding Contribution from a Non-academic
Karl Wilding and the NCVO Research Team

This award is granted to an individual or organisation who in the opinion of the judges has made a significant and lasting contribution to the field of social policy – either through campaigning, lobbying, service provision, fundraising, journalism, funding of research, dissemination of research (particularly to practitioners and other non-academic audiences) or other non-academic means.

The 2010 Award for Outstanding Contribution from a Non-academic was made to Karl Wilding and the NCVO (National Council for Voluntary Organisations) Research Team.

Karl is Head of the Research Team, which plays a critical role in conducting, supporting and disseminating research on the third sector, and has become the major source of information and analysis for practitioners and policy makers.

The team’s work covers analysis of policy and practice, disseminated through a range of media to reach a wide audience. This includes research carried out by the team and published by NCVO; briefings, guidance and foresight scanning available through an active website (www.3s4.org.uk); and collaboration with other agencies and academics (e.g. currently with Skills – Third Sector and the Third Sector Research Centre [TSRC]).

The Research Team’s most important contribution has been the development of the NCVO’s annual Almanac - a major research undertaking, involving analysis and presentation of complex information from a range of major datasets. The Almanac has become ‘the Bible’ for third sector researchers, policy makers and practitioners and is quoted by Ministers, newspapers and campaigners. It is regarded as an outstanding example of how to produce policy research for a wide range of non-academic audiences, without sacrificing rigour or reflection.

Karl commented: “NCVO has always strongly supported research that informs policy and practice, so winning this award is a real honour, especially as previous winners include CPAG. I would like to thank all those who have worked with NCVO Research over the years to build the evidence base for civil society.”
Following the successful 2010 event the SPA conference is returning to Lincoln from lunchtime on Monday 4 July to lunchtime on Wednesday 6 July. All sessions will again take place on the University’s main campus on Brayford Pool. Postgraduate activities will again be integrated into the conference.

The conference dinner and the SPA awards will be held on the evening of 4 July, with a drinks reception on the evening of 5 July. There will be three plenary presentations in addition to the paper and symposium sessions and the other events that form part of the conference. Paper proposals should be submitted in the form of an email attachment of 300-400 words by Friday 28 January 2011 and decisions on acceptance will be made by the end of February.

Further information and online booking will be available at: www.lincoln.ac.uk/conferences/spa2011.
Welcome to the postgraduate pages of Policy World. In this edition we include reports from postgraduate-focused sessions at this summer’s SPA conference. These include the ‘special interest’ group for postgraduates – a gathering that has provided the SPA with a vital source of information with regards to members’ experiences and needs. Rebecca Johnson from the SWAP subject centre also reports on some of the ‘teaching and learning’ issues faced by postgraduates who teach social policy. We also have contributions from early career scholars - Regine Paul (University of Bath) and Hannah Zagel (University of Edinburgh) - who contributed to conference streams and offer their insights about what the event gave them as doctoral researchers.

First, a little background about the role that the postgraduate community played in this year’s SPA conference. In previous years the postgraduate conference took place immediately after the main annual conference. After last year’s event, it was proposed that the postgraduate SPA conference be integrated into the main event, with postgraduate sessions to form a parallel stream running alongside other sessions. The stream would host a series of workshops, symposiums and presentations around themes relevant to the postgraduate experience, with opportunity for postgraduates to participate as presenters, audience members and active participants.

A key objective was to ensure postgraduates would feel that they were accessing a supportive and inclusive environment. The SPA identified that this could be achieved through networking events and through formal recognition of a strong postgraduate presence. However, postgraduates were not expected to attend postgraduate streams only, and the postgraduate sessions would be open to all conference delegates with the exception of one ‘networks’ event. Also, postgraduates who applied to present at the conference would not have to submit an abstract to the postgraduate stream only, or identify themselves as postgraduates.

The decision was made to diversify presentation options in order to meet the needs of postgraduates at various stages of the doctoral experience. Fresh options included shorter sessions that aimed to promote dialogue and reflection amongst presenters and those attending a session. For the first time delegates could offer a poster presentation of any aspect of their research.

Feedback from early career scholars who attended the event indicated strong support for the integration of postgraduates. However, providing an inclusive and supportive environment which accounts for the individual needs and wishes of a diverse postgraduate community requires sensitivity and care. Delegates who attended the ‘special interest’ meeting for postgraduates provided comments and insights that will be used for the ongoing review of the annual conference.

Planning is now underway for SPA events 2010-2011. If you would like to contribute to plans, or if you have any suggestions for events, please me at r.dobson@leeds.ac.uk

Rachael Dobson
Postgraduate representative, SPA

Regine Paul organised a successful symposium at the SPA annual conference and enjoyed the various postgraduate activities. Regine is a PhD candidate at the University of Bath. Her research scrutinises labour migration regimes in Europe from a comparative political economy and welfare state perspective.

I very much enjoyed the experience of attending the SPA conference in Lincoln. I was pleased with the wide range of postgraduate activities initiated this year, and I was excited about the opportunity of organising an event – a postgraduate-led symposium on ‘Actor-centred perspectives on the governance of social policy’.

I think that the emphasis the SPA has put on creating a postgraduate realm throughout their annual conference convinced many doctoral students and early career researchers to attend even if they felt they could not present fully polished article drafts. This focus on encouraging and cultivating a critical but also supportive environment for exchange and dialogue in early career research appears crucial to me and should be strengthened in the future.

Just like main conference panels and streams, we had to cope with some problems before the event: presenters and discussants dropped out and had to be substituted. But thanks to the great commitment of the three presenters Hannah Durrant, Jenny Harlock and Sarah Morgan-Trimmer; a spontaneously available chair, Dr. Emma Carmel (University of Bath); but most of all due to the great discursive and supportive environment created by the many attendees; the event became a success and obtained good feedback.

Having this space to experience (and also experiment with) the organisation of conference events is a great opportunity for early career researchers and the support from the SPA has been very helpful in that respect. I believe that the diverse postgraduate activities at the conference – including workshops on methodological concerns in PhDs or issues with teaching – have also been a hub for more sustained networking activities among doctoral researchers. For example, the postgraduate symposium was organised under the umbrella of the Postgraduate Governance Research Network (PGRN), established by postgraduates at the University of Bath. This network successfully recruited new members during the SPA conference and is planning more events in the future.

For further information on the network see http://www.bath.ac.uk/soc-pol/postgraduate/PGRN/index.html.
CONSULTATION WITH SPA POSTGRADUATE MEMBERS

The SPA conference provided an important opportunity for the learned society to engage with members’ needs and wishes for future activities. Every year a series of ‘special interest’ groups are held, which enable individuals to meet and discuss a series of issues that connect to their specific experiences. This year a postgraduate special interest meeting took place.

The event, chaired by doctoral researcher Ruth Patrick, highlighted a series of challenges and provided constructive suggestions for how the SPA could better respond to members’ needs. Some of these ideas are detailed below, under four distinct categories – strengths of the conference, areas for improvement, feedback especially relevant to postgraduates’ experiences, and broad feedback about the SPA from a postgraduate’s perspective.

The comments and feedback can be regarded as a genuine effort to capture views at the ‘grassroots’, and the experiences of those fresh to academic conference proceedings.

Conference – strengths
The atmosphere at the conference was agreed to be generally friendly and supportive. The discount offered by the SPA to postgraduate members was greatly appreciated. Facilities at the University of Lincoln were thought accessible. Those who presented felt that this was a positive experience and not the potentially intimidating encounter that it might have been. Support from colleagues was welcomed.

Conference – areas for improvement
Areas of improvement were perhaps connected to broad challenges facing conference organisers and presenters. There was sometimes short notice when presenters dropped out at the last minute. Some sessions were felt to be a little too ‘packed’, especially when presenters had much to discuss. Occasionally, the substantive themes within a conference session lacked coherence when compared to those with a strong intellectual connection between presentations.

Members asked that conference sessions with similar themes should not be timetabled in parallel streams, to enable interested members to attend both sessions. Some requested more time to read conference papers before the event, and asked for consistent standards (e.g., for authors to provide a full list of references and contact details). It was suggested that a template for visual presentations would make presentations more accessible, especially for delegates with visual impairments. Finally, delegates identified that the SPA should provide an information stand about the learned society at the conference, so that people could discover more about the organisation.

Some commented that further networking opportunities would be welcomed, perhaps in the form of an early social meeting with other postgraduate researchers, to enable better orientation to the conference. This was especially the case for those who didn’t know others at the event, and whose colleagues didn’t attend. Furthermore, opportunities for networking around substantive themes – post-conference – were also discussed.

There were calls for a broader and more balanced set of subject areas with respect to substantive themes that formed presentations in the conference streams, to ensure that some areas aren’t oversaturated and others barely represented.

The postgraduate conference experiences – areas for improvement
Feedback indicated that all of the sessions available to postgraduates (the networking session, special interest group, posters, presentations and postgraduate conference stream) should be better promoted to members both prior to and during the event. Members welcomed opportunities for dialogue prior to the conference, in order to facilitate ideas for symposia and joint conference submissions. The merging of postgraduate sessions with the broader timetable was welcomed, although it was felt that topics in some sessions didn’t flow. Members concluded that full integration into the conference programme would address this issue.

Members requested information about conference etiquette for first-time delegates. For example, was it appropriate to dip in and out of sessions in order to catch papers across themes?

Whilst there were mixed feelings about being marked out as postgraduates, members called for further networking opportunities with a focus around a social event such as a postgraduate conference dinner.

Broad feedback about the SPA
It was suggested that the SPA could do more to enlighten members about their activities as a learned society. The SPA website was seen as a prime opportunity for information sharing about the SPA’s links to other learned societies and subject areas (both national and global), and the Postgraduate Small Grants Scheme. On a practical note, it was considered unclear whom members should contact with regards to administrative issues.

Recommendations for the SPA
Members provided a series of suggestions for improving the SPA’s commitment to the postgraduate community. People wished to get involved in the society’s activities and wanted to find out more about how to contribute by representing postgraduates. There were some interesting ideas about how the SPA website could be better used, including a weekly jobs bulletin via email, a forum to discuss members’ research interests, and the opportunity to link between members’ institutional profiles and the SPA website.

Moving forward
The SPA has much to gain from engaging with postgraduate members’ views. Individuals’ experiences provide an important source of knowledge and point of review for the learned society. The next edition of Policy World will include feedback and comments about how the SPA expects to take the above comments forward. In the mean time, if any members wish to become involved with representing postgraduates, please contact me at r.dobson@leeds.ac.uk.

Rachael Dobson
Postgraduate representative, SPA

www.social-policy.org.uk
The SPA Conference 2010 has been my first conference experience since commencing the PhD. It provided an excellent opportunity for me to get insight into the world of academia, to attend talks on research in my research area and to develop contacts with colleagues in the field. The postgraduate events included in the conference programme offered an ideal framework for me to talk about my PhD topic in a new but supportive environment. Displaying a poster on my research at the conference felt like I was able to address a wider audience for the first time. Although not all participants seemed to be familiar with the postgraduate poster forum, most experienced researchers showed interest when approached. The SPA conference experience made me look forward to attending more conferences. It definitely motivated me to submit papers for presentation, and share my research with the social policy research community.

Hannah Zagel is a Doctoral Researcher at the School of Social and Political Science, University of Edinburgh.

**Feedback**

**WEB RESOURCES**

**Web resources EvidenceNet**

**Graduates who teach**
The Higher Education Academy’s support page. http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/ourwork/supportingindividuals/newacademics/graduateswhoteach

**SWAP**
Resources for new staff and educational developers http://www.swap.ac.uk/resources/teaching.html

**In focus – Supporting new academic staff – learning from experience**
The third edition of SWAP’s newsletter In focus showcases some of the teaching experiences of academics new to social work degree teaching as well as an interview with SPA postgraduate representative Rachael Dobson about her experience as a social policy postgraduate teacher. The edition includes tips, ‘things we wished we’d known’, and strategies for dealing with some of the unexpected issues facing teachers new to higher education.

To request a hard copy please contact swapteam@soton.ac.uk

Inclusion of the sites on this list does not constitute a recommendation in relation to the quality or currency of resources or information found on them.

**Supporting postgraduates who teach**

**Supporting learning and teaching**

**Teaching and learning symposium, SPA conference, 2010**
The main aim of the "teaching and learning" session for postgraduates teaching social policy was to offer a forum where postgraduates could exchange ideas and issues surrounding their own teaching as well as hearing the findings of the recently completed ‘Postgraduates who teach Social Policy’ survey.

For those attending the session the experience of teaching had raised a distinctive set of challenges. These included sourcing their own teaching materials, matching materials with levels of study and marking first year students’ work for the first time. In addition, teaching experience undertaken beyond the confines of the postgraduate student’s home department can bring its own additional issues. In one case a postgraduate’s first teaching experience was with older mature students on a continuing education programme, raising the question of which department should take the lead in supporting the student and how best this could be done. The students themselves contributed to a subsequent guide.

Despite the startling newness of teaching for the first time and the range of challenges it poses, postgraduates delegates still felt that it was important and valuable to gain teaching experience. This is a message which is also echoed in the ‘Postgraduates who teach Social Policy’ survey. Overall the survey suggests that teaching is a valued part of the postgraduate experience, with almost all (94%) of home-funded full time students agreeing with the statement: “It is very important or fairly important to gain experience of teaching”.

Hannah Zagel is a Doctoral Researcher at the School of Social and Political Science, University of Edinburgh.
A literature review of graduate teaching suggests that the postgraduate perspective on subject-specific teaching in social science is somewhat restricted to single universities and faculties. Our aim was to develop a national picture of postgraduates teaching social policy with a view to identifying areas of teaching practice, support and resources which might be usefully shared and developed. This small-scale survey was sponsored by the SPA, the Joint University Council Social Policy Committee (JUC-SP), and the Subject Centre for Social Policy and Social Work.

The survey consisted of structured questions supplemented by free text qualitative data. All responses were anonymous and there was good geographical spread of higher education institutions, with every UK country and region represented. In total 55 replies were received, with the majority of replies coming from home, full-time funded postgraduates from pre-1992 universities. The survey provides some insight into the experience of a particular section of the postgraduate population – UK home students funded predominantly by research council or institutional scholarship.

Key findings
Of particular note is that 81% felt that their teaching commitments fitted well alongside their postgraduate study. This may be in part due to the fact that respondents typically spent two-to-four hours a week teaching. This compares well with other subjects - psychology postgraduates, for example, spent between nine and 33 hours teaching.

Over 50% were teaching qualitative and quantitative methods. Other popular areas included general social policy, history, and theoretical approaches to social policy. Within these fields the three most common teaching activities respondents undertook were running tutorials, marking, and facilitating small group teaching. The preponderance of small group teaching dovetails with Park and Muzaka’s findings that graduate teaching assistants in sociology, politics and English mostly led seminar and discussion groups.

What comes across strongly from the survey is that small group teaching can be a rewarding experience. Survey respondents appreciated the scope to develop their own confidence in the subject as well being responsive to individual learner needs when tackling difficult topics.

“IT went well because I had the time to gain an understanding of the students’ particular learning styles.”

Survey respondent

Issues raised included fear of failing to engage students and decreasing confidence in knowledge levels when teaching masters students.

Marking and lecturing can be far less rewarding. Survey respondents found the time taken up by marking difficult to come to terms with as well as the fact that students did not seem to absorb feedback. In addition, inexperience and uncertainty about how to mark was a clear source of anxiety. Interestingly, respondents were uncertain about wanting more help with assessment-related issues (almost a 50:50 split). Help with curriculum design and module-related issues were considered more important, suggesting that postgraduate teachers may benefit from a more holistic understanding of why they teach and how it fits into the broader picture.

An executive summary of the key findings of the postgraduates who teach social policy survey can be downloaded at www.swap.ac.uk and www.social-policy.org.uk.

Further support for postgraduates teaching social policy
Activities have been planned for the year 2010/11 in response to the survey and feedback collected from postgraduate events and mailing lists:

• a workshop and symposium for postgraduates teaching social policy: an opportunity for postgraduate teachers to work with academic authors of key student text books, the day will be focused on thinking about why we teach as well as what we teach.

• the creation of subject specific information and help sheets to share and support common postgraduate teaching topics, methods and practices (e.g. key resources for specific subject areas, and pointers and examples on specific teaching methods).
Social policy as it applies to young people was one of the two main themes of a French-British conference held in Paris on 16 & 17 September 2010, supported by a small grant from the SPA and organised by three SPA members - Sarah Pickard (Université Sorbonne Nouvelle – Paris 3), Corinne Nativel (Université de Franche-Comté, Besançon) and Fabienne Portier-Le Coq (Université Paris 13 - Villetaneuse).

‘Youth Politics & Youth Politics in the UK and France Today’ took place within the CREC/CREW (Centre de Recherches en Civilisation Britannique) research group of the Institut du Monde Anglphone (British Studies Department) at the Sorbonne Nouvelle University (Paris 3) in France. The two main interests of the research group are contemporary politics and public policy in the UK.

The conference was held over two days at the ESIT - the Sorbonne Nouvelle University’s interpreting school. This saw the conference benefit from the interpreting services of three professional interpreters, as the school is equipped with simultaneous translation booths. Thus, two working languages for the conference – English and French – allowed the speakers and members of the audiences to fully appreciate the papers given and to interact during discussion sessions. Over the two days nearly 100 academics, youth workers, third sector workers and other delegates attended the conference.

Altogether, there were 20 French and English speakers with varied academic backgrounds ranging from sociology and social sciences to law and political sciences. Two SPA members Nathan Hughes (Lecturer in Social Policy at the School of Social Policy, University of Birmingham) and Linda Milbourne (Lecturer in Social Sciences at the School of Social Sciences, Birkbeck College, University of London) gave papers - “Antisocial Youth and Asocial Communities: are our youth intolerant or intolerable?”, and “Youth Matters in Social Justice: are UK policies generating new spaces for young people’s voice and participation?” respectively.

The two days were divided into five separate but interlinked sessions:

- Young People as Political Actors,
- Young People, the third sector and social participation,
- Public Policies to promote Youth Autonomy and Mobility,
- Youth Policy and Local Policy, and
- Young People and Youth Justice.

Each session was chaired by one of the three organisers, who are grateful to the sociologist and Senior Lecturer Dr Vincenzo Cicchelli, (Université Paris-Descartes, Paris, France) for chairing the Thursday afternoon session. He provided eloquent commentary on the topics covered, and added his own enlightening thoughts to the afternoon. Indeed, the bicultural and interdisciplinary nature of the conference led to rich exchanges and went some way to expanding horizons among academics and non-academics working with young people in France and the UK.
Involvement in Democratic Structures in England’. He pointed out that outreach work and listening had proven successful in engaging young people in Bradford.

This lack of listening on the part of politicians may go some way to explaining the fourth common theme which stood out in the conference – that politicians do not pay enough attention to views and needs of young people during and outside election campaigns. Rather than trying to harness the youth vote via youth-orientated policies, more attention is paid to putting across a youthful image – as proposed by PhD student Guillaume Clement (Université de Rennes) in ‘Labour’s Appeal to Young Voters since the Blair Era’ (as pictured) and Professor Agnes Alexandre-Collier (Université de Bourgogne) in ‘David Cameron and the Conservative leadership: Rejuvenation from the top-down?’ With this tendency to use young people – characterised as being modern - rather than engaging with them, it was concluded that is not surprising that the turnout rates in elections on both sides of the Channel are so low.

Differences

Two differences between the UK and France did stand out in the conference. First, the lack of a joined-up youth policy in France, compared to a drive in the UK over the last decade to have a more inter-ministerial coherent youth policy. Second, that young people are more involved in extreme-left wing politics in France than in the UK, where single-issue organisations are increasingly popular and where membership of political parties among young people has nosedived. One point much more prominent in French discussions on youth is the phenomenon of ‘déclassement’ – a young person finding himself/herself in a lower socio-economic class than of his/her parents. This, in part, is due to the devaluing of academic qualifications, as mentioned by the youth policy researcher Bernard Roudet (Institut National de la Jeunesse et de l’Éducation Populaire INJEP) in his paper ‘The Values of French Youth’.

In brief, whereas in post-war Britain and France youth was considered to be a national asset, young people these days seem to be portrayed more as a burden. More than one speaker mentioned that policies can be seen as a way of punishing or controlling young people and this, according to Ross Fergusson, within a neoliberal context of social control via social policy. We cannot thus be surprised to see an increase in abstentions at elections.

Common themes

By the end of the conference, several common themes had emerged. First, we lack a clear definition of ‘youth’. Purely chronologically, the age ranges encompassed by the term vary depending on the policy area - for example, transport, housing, work, sexual health, delinquency, and criminal responsibility. There are also distinct differences between the UK and France on this point – in particular as regards criminal responsibility and the burden of guilt, as neatly pointed out by Elizabeth Gibson-Morgan (Senior Lecturer in Legal English at the Université François Rabelais, Tours) in her comparative paper ‘The Handling of Youth Offending in England and in France’.

Second, young people are generally depicted by politicians and policy makers to be a problem, untrustworthy and dangerous. Such a negative attitude to youngsters may be explained by a lack of dialogue between the two groups, and indeed be responsible for the third common theme - the sentiment among young people that they are not being listened to. Various speakers mentioned that the young people dealt with in their research felt that they did not have a voice. For example, from England, Linda Milbourne raised the issue in her paper as did, from France, Veronique Bordes (Lecturer in Education Sciences at the Université Toulouse 2 Le Mirail). An exception to this rule was illustrated by Tom Cockburn (Lecturer in Applied Social Sciences at the Department of Social Sciences and Humanities, University of Bradford) in his paper ‘Young People’s
As part of its efforts to foster future research leaders within the field of critical whiteness studies, the White Spaces Research Network, led by Dr Shona Hunter (University of Leeds), has launched a postgraduate arm. The postgraduate network is semi-autonomous to the broader White Spaces network and is run by and for postgraduate students. It aims to create a graduate community grounded in an understanding of the specific pressures, constraints, and opportunities facing postgraduates working in the area. Central to the network is its promotion of international collaboration between members to advance this evolving field into new territories through the use of innovative technologies to share information and develop research partnerships.

The postgraduate network held its inaugural ‘New Territories in Critical Whiteness Studies Postgraduate Conference’ over 18-20 August at the University of Leeds, with financial support from the SPA (small grant), the Economic History Society, the Leeds Humanities Research Institute, the Worldwide Universities Network (WUN), and both the School of History and School of Sociology and Social Policy at the University of Leeds. ‘New Territories’ provided an opportunity for postgraduate students engaged in the field to present their research and develop the direction of the new postgraduate arm.

More than 20 postgraduate delegates from six different countries attended the conference, including participants from the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, the UK, the United States, and Canada. In addition, the conference’s keynote speaker, Dr Cath Ellis (University of Huddersfield) added to the conference’s international scope through insightful contributions on her native Australia. The participation by a number of European delegates from outside of the UK was an especially exciting feature considering the lack of attention that critical whiteness studies has paid to this part of the globe.

A range of disciplines

Research presented by conference delegates confirms that postgraduate students today are pushing critical whiteness studies into new territories. Contributors presented research from a range of disciplines – music, sociology, history, political science, English literature, education and beyond. Participation also represented the full spectrum of postgraduate academic experience, with MA students presenting research alongside doctoral students that had either just begun or were in the final stages of their research. Delegates presented 15 different papers under five conference themes - the racialisation of English spaces, challenges to national identities, white anti-racist projects and problems, white privilege, and methodological challenges in critical whiteness studies.

Taking a cue from the larger White Spaces network and its inaugural conference in 2009, the ‘New Territories’ conference included an opportunity for ‘Dialogue and Debate’. This session provided an open space to think through various debates and discussions that had arisen throughout the conference and how these issues/challenges/debates might be carried into the postgraduate network. During this session, delegates in one group concentrated on the question ‘What is whiteness?’ They discussed why this concept proved to be so slippery for scholars and the different ways in which it was understood and utilised by conference delegates and other critical whiteness scholars. Participants in another group focused on the connections and disconnections between critical whiteness studies in the academy and collective struggles for racial justice taking place outside of academia. A number of delegates from both groups expressed concern over the lack of impact of the field outside of the academy, and they considered how the postgraduate network might position itself in order to more directly engage with anti-racism efforts and practitioners. As with the 2009 ‘White Spaces?’ conference, this session provided an important moment for deeper and more candid reflection on recurring challenges within the field.

18-20 AUGUST
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS

BY MADELINE-SOPHIE ABBAS AND SAY BURGIN
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**Career development**
Reflecting the postgraduate network’s aim to assist the career development of postgraduates, the conference provided two strong training components. Dr Ellis’s address, ‘Teaching and Unlearning: Critical ‘Race’ Pedagogy and Online Learning Environments’, asked delegates to reflect on their current and future teaching roles. Dr Ellis argued that on-line learning environments prove useful in the instruction of critical race theory and that they may offer less embodied ways in which to discuss race issues that may enable more candid, reflective thinking that distils some of the emotional burdens that can accompany classroom discussions. As a non-traditional teaching format, Dr Ellis argued that e-learning can be a “catalyst for change” since it encourages teachers to re-think their teaching practices and may be a move towards destabilising normative approaches to teaching critical race studies.

Tamsine O’Riordan, senior commissioning editor for Zed Publishers, talked on a very different subject but one pertinent to all postgraduates – the challenges of academic publishing. In terms of opportunities for future collaborations, the demand of publishing for academics against a somewhat bleak outlook of available opportunities presents some concerns to all early career academics. Tamsine nonetheless provided invaluable advice for postgraduates trying to get a foot into publishing including: know your publisher and audience, network for edited collections, contact publishers with your book idea before giving up your life to write it and, finally, should you be lucky enough to secure a contract don’t make an enemy of your publisher! These points provided us with some ammunition for the difficult road ahead.

**Building the Network**
The central goal of the conference was to map out future directions of the postgraduate arm. As a research group within the WUN, this organisation has provided a great deal of assistance in creating sustainable mechanisms by which the White Spaces network can promote and develop international collaborations. To move the postgraduate arm forward, Kirsty Mattinson (Leeds WUN representative), and Louise Heery, (WUN general manager), introduced WUN-supported options and opportunities, including different technologies that support innovation in research and education globally through interdisciplinary collaboration, exchange and e-learning. Kirsty and Louise highlighted a couple of innovative collaborations developed by postgraduates through WUN, including a postcolonial studies e-journal, a virtual seminar series and an on-line information sharing system. These initiatives were presented as vehicles through which the network might sustain itself and extend its reach.

Following WUN’s presentation, delegates ended the conference with an in-depth discussion on the postgraduate arm’s future and the best mechanisms and resources at our disposal to achieve this aim. Participants decided on four different development strands:

- **E-mail list:** as our on-going communication tool for resource and information sharing on events and funding.
- **Blog:** with the aim of providing a platform for bringing critical whiteness issues to a wider audience - both academic and non-academic - through thought-pieces, responses to current events, and interactive comments. The blog will provide opportunities for peer review on articles and an outlet for ideas, as well as a collaborative enterprise that can respond to issues and debates in the field in a dynamic and thought-provoking way.
- **Virtual seminar series:** to facilitate ongoing empirical, methodological, and theoretical discussions as well as ‘masterclasses’ within critical whiteness studies that can be accessed by participants internationally.
- **Future conference:** planned for 2012 to serve as a benchmark for reflecting on the work achieved by the postgraduate arm and how it has developed, and deciding on new directions for the network and its contribution to the field of critical whiteness studies.

The discussion surrounding how to proceed with the network’s development raised many questions pertinent to most research endeavours. One key question was how to present the identity of the network. Here, interestingly, was the crux of the debate of whiteness itself - how should the network locate itself within the debates of whiteness? How should issues of power and hierarchy be negotiated when establishing and maintaining a network? How should the network promote social change? And, in this role, what is the network’s relation to the ‘real world’? All of these debates, which have their parallels in the field itself, were raised by delegates. Since no right or wrong approach could easily be found, these debates will continue to provide food for thought on the future of the network and serve to demonstrate the vibrant and complex nature of the field.

In response, the network provides a dynamic, challenging, and critical space in which to debate these issues and open up dialogue within the field of critical whiteness studies and beyond. The conference provided a space to explore the diversity of perspectives, both ideologically and geographically, and the personal engagement that all our delegates brought to the task of researching whiteness and white ethnicities. The network aims to build on this engagement and to reflect the debates, challenges, and developments in critical whiteness studies, and with the collaborative efforts of all delegates, it proposes to be an exciting and ongoing enterprise. Dr Ellis summed it up well in her exiting remark that the future of critical whiteness studies is in “great hands”. We hope that the network will be a testament to Dr Ellis’s affirmation.

The network is now live at http://www.wun.ac.uk/research/white-spaces-network. Anyone interested in becoming involved in the postgraduate arm of the network should contact Say Burgin (hy08snb@leeds.ac.uk) or Maddy Abbas (ss08msna@leeds.ac.uk).

The spA invites applications for its Standard and Postgraduate Small Grants Schemes, designed to help fund seminars and workshops dealing with research and/or learning & teaching in a way that is of benefit to the social policy community and spA members. The focus should be on activities that will benefit a group or network rather than individuals. Applications for awards to support events with an international focus and/or to facilitate attendance from overseas, are particularly encouraged.

Full terms and conditions for both schemes, as well as information on how to apply, are available on the spA website. For enquiries contact the spA Grants Officer: Majella Kilkey M.M.Kilkey@hull.ac.uk

**Large Grants Scheme**
The spA is pleased to announce the launch of its Large Grants Scheme - designed to help fund one-off conference events dealing with research, policy & practice and/or learning & teaching in a way that is of benefit to the social policy community and spA members. During 2011, we will prioritise applications that demonstrate clear policy maker/practitioner links. The maximum award for an individual event is £3000. The scheme will open on 1st January 2011.

**Small Grants Scheme**
The spA invites applications for its Standard and Postgraduate Small Grants Schemes, designed to help fund seminars and workshops dealing with research and/or learning & teaching in...
PolicY people

Welcome to Policy People – a new section for Policy World – devoted to SPA members and their news. The Association is of course keen to welcome policy makers, postgraduate students and international members to our ranks, and so it makes perfect sense to welcome and celebrate our new colleagues. Policy People is also a useful forum for us all to update colleagues on our movements and successes and, as here, to pay obituary tribute. If you are new to the SPA and would like to introduce yourself, or have other news you’d like to share – of an award, a job move or appointment (to a committee or editorial board etc.), or the loss of a colleague – please do get in touch at s.a.pemberton@bristol.ac.uk.

Nick Ellison

The Journal of Social Policy (JSP) will have a new Chair of the Editorial Board from January 2011. Nick Ellison, currently Professor of Sociology and Social Policy at the University of Leeds, takes over from Professor Jane Millar, University of Bath. Nick commented: “Jane will be a very hard act to follow, and all members of the Board - past and present - are extremely grateful for all the time, commitment and guidance Jane provided during her time as Chair.” He is keen to build on Jane’s legacy by acting as a ‘bridge’ between the editors and the wider community of social policy academics, whom the Journal serves and on whose commitment (to writing and peer reviewing) its reputation ultimately depends.

Nicola Moran

Nicola Moran joined the SPA Executive in 2010, and hopes to “contribute to the promotion of social policy nationally and internationally and encourage a closer relationship between social policy research and actual social policies.” A Research Fellow at the Social Policy Research Unit (SPRU) at the University of York, Nicola is currently working on a study looking at transition to adult services for young people on the autistic spectrum. She is also a member of the editorial board of Journal of Social Policy. Nicola will be on maternity leave from December 2010 to September 2011.

Kate Bradley

Kate Bradley has joined the SPA Executive Committee, shadowing Majella Kilkey as Grants Officer before taking over the role. Kate joined the University of Kent as a Lecturer in Social History and Social Policy in October 2007, with research interests in the historical dimensions of welfare and civil society in Britain. Her book, Poverty, Philanthropy and the State: Charities and the Working Classes in London, 1918-1979, was published in 2009 by Manchester University Press. She is currently working on a new project around the history of ‘anti-social behaviour’ in 20th and 21st century Britain.

Tina Haux

Tina Haux is delighted to have been elected to the SPA Executive Committee as Honorary Secretary which, she says “provides me with the opportunity to be actively involved in the academic social policy community.” Tina is currently working at the Institute for Social and Economic Research at the University of Essex on the development of a simulation tool to compare the tax and benefit systems in the EU27 countries. She recently completed a PhD at the University of Bath on lone parents and work activation, having worked in government and the voluntary sector prior.
Susan Sinclair, who taught social work and social policy at Edinburgh University for almost 40 years, died on 21 May at the age of 87. In her prime, she was a force to be reckoned with in the classroom, in the university at large and on the many public bodies on which she sat. Due to her strong personality and impressive integrity, people invariably listened to and took note of what she said.

Although originally appointed to teach social work, Susan found herself out of sympathy with the prevailing psychodynamic orientation to social work training and subsequently devoted herself to teaching social policy. Her teaching focused on health and the personal social services, and she had a special interest in mental illness and mental handicap.

Although she did not produce a great corpus of published works, Susan undoubtedly left the world a better place than it would otherwise have been.

Michael Adler
New and forthcoming titles from The Policy Press

Understanding Welfare
Social Issues, Policy and Practice series
Series Editor: Saul Becker, University of Nottingham

Understanding the environment and social policy
Edited by Tony Fitzpatrick, University of Nottingham

“Tony Fitzpatrick has assembled a very thoughtful collection of chapters which examine the various ways in which social and environmental concerns intersect with one another.” Professor Andrew Jordan, University of East Anglia

This textbook explores the key social, political, economic and moral challenges that environmental problems pose for social policy in a global context.

PB £21.99 ISBN 9781847423795 • HB £65.00 ISBN 9781847423801 • 320 pages tbc • January 2011

INSPECTION COPY AVAILABLE

Understanding community: Politics, policy and practice
Peter Somerville, University of Lincoln

This topical text provides students with a clear understanding of policy and theory in relation to community. By examining areas of government policy this book explores the difficulties that communities face, discusses new concepts and investigates what ‘community’ might mean in today’s diverse British society.

PB £19.99 ISBN 9781847423924 • HB £65.00 ISBN 9781847423931 • 304 pages tbc • February 2011

INSPECTION COPY AVAILABLE

New and recent titles from the Understanding Welfare series

Also available from The Policy Press

Ferraris for all
In defence of economic progress
Daniel Ben-Ami

“An exceptional and much needed book.”
Angus Kennedy, Culture Wars

HB £18.99 ISBN 9781847423467
296 pages • July 2010

Social entrepreneurship
A skills approach
Edited by Robert Gunn & Christopher Durkin

An in-depth theoretical study of social entrepreneurship.

PB £23.99 ISBN 9781847422897
200 pages • June 2010

For full details, to order inspection copies and receive 20% discount on all titles, visit www.policypress.co.uk